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Realism %%I

Generally, accuracy in the portrayal of life or reality, or

VERISIMILITUDE, a recurring goal of LITERATURE,

often seen in contrast to the aims of ROMANTICISM,

IMPRESSIONISM, and EXPRESSIONISM.’

1
Kathleen Momer and Ralph Rausch,  eds., NTC’s  Dictionary of Literary

Terms (Illinois : NTC Dictionary Group, 1975) 182.
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U~~tlleJ~%~fl~~LLtIfh~~  (Stream of Consciousness Novels)
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%U The Problem of’American  Realism b~&?a  k%~w”  LII&  (Michael

Davitt Bell) bhlfh~~a"L7hfb%

Ever since Howells  declared his so-called Realism War

in the 188Os, it has been a staple of literary history that

the great development in American fiction after the

Civil War was the rise of ‘realism’.
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Howells’s centralality  to the category ‘American realism ’

is not based on his fiction but on his public campaign for

literary realism, 3

Let fiction cease to lie about life . . . let it portray men

and women as they are, actuated by the motives and the

passions in the measure we all know, . . . let it speak

the dialect, the language, that most American know -

the I?,nguage  of unaffected people everywhere.

3
Michael Davitt Bell, The Problem of American Reylism  (Chicago : The

University of Chicago Press, 1993) 14.
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You will not write a good novel unless you possess the

sense of reality, but it will be difficult to give you a
.

recipe for calling that sense into being,

It is art that makes life, makes interest, makes

importance, . . . and I know of no substitute whatever

for the force and beauty of its process.
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James was not to meet him [Turgenev] personally till

late in 1875 when, craving intimate acquaintance with

the Russian, he was deliberately to seek him out in

Paris, but during 1873 and 1974 the influcence of

Turgenev was, through his novels, entering James’s

blood like a tonic serum.l

If his manner is that of a searching realist, his temper

is that of an earnestly attentive observer, and the result

of this temper is to make him take a view of the great

4
Comellia Pulsifer Kelly, The Early Development of Henry James

(Urbana : University of Illinois Press, 1965) 176.
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spectacle of human life more general, more impartial,

more unreservedly intelligent, than that of any novelist

we know.
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The foremost impression of M.Turgenev’s reader is that

he is morbidly serious, that he takes life terribly hard.

We move in an atmosphere of unrelieved sadness.
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With George Eliot there had ken no such depression;

though her subjects were sometimes normally hideous,

her reaction had always been one of moral beauty.

She had seen the good beneath the evil, the hidden

significance of things, and revealed it to the reader, and
5

the effect of her books was inspiring.

5
Comellia Pulsifer Kelly, The Early Development of Henry James

(Urbana : University of Illinois Press, 1965) 67.
6

Ibid., p. 232.
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